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Alice Human Sacrifice is a song for the old lover of Alice murder, one of japan's strangest and most un solvable serial murders to this day, alice murder in Wonderland (from the creepy pasta wiki). From 1999 to 2005, there were five murders. The five murders would have been completely different had it not been for the phone card the killer left at each crime
scene. He would leave (from murder to murder) in each scene in an apparent position where Alice was written in the victim's blood. Few clues were found at each crime scene, and the case eventually went cold. Here are the details of each murder: Megumi Sasaki The first victim was Megumi Sasaki, the restaurant's 29-year-old owner. Those who knew her
described her as a strong-haired woman with a short temper and a sharp tongue. She was known by her clients for her great cuisine and dedication to her profession. Outside of work, Megumi was very sociable and often went to parties. It was after such a party that she went missing. She decided to walk home from a friend's house, saw that she was only a
block from the house, and was too drunk to drive. Several people offered to drive her home, but she shrugged it off. She was seen leaving the party once in the morning, and this was the last time she was seen alive. The next morning, walking in the woods about a mile from Megumi's home, a couple saw a large amount of blood on an overgrown, unused
road. He was curious, and followed suit when he found Megumi's body. She was split, and her part was stung by various branches. The couple called the police. It was a card the police had in Megumi's mouth. It was Jack in spades with the word Alice written on it, as previously stated. No fingerprints or DNA were found. There was vomiting at the scene, but
the couple's woman admitted it was her. Akio Yamane Akio was a little-known singer in a band that had never played more than a variety of bars and community functions. His friends described him as a kind man who would not raise his voice offstage. After his death, his band fell apart, not have the heart to find a new singer. Akio was kidnapped from his
apartment on February 11, 2001. His bandmates could last see him alive, just as he had practiced with them earlier. That night, his girlfriend came to visit him and was surprised to see the house empty. Within days, a missing persons report was filed, and a search was launched for him. Security footage from the apartment showed a hooded figure entering
through a side door and leaving with a large garbage bag that swelled strangely. This strange figure was never explained, and no one had seen the strange man himself. This one is widely believed He's going to be a murderer, but his face wasn't visible, and there seems to be doubt. The following week, the owner of the bar, where the band often performed,
was held for the day and was met with a terrible sight. Akio's body collapsed on the table. His vocal cord was ripped from his throat, and he was shot in the head. His Alice card was king of diamonds, and it appeared to have been grabbed in his hand along with his destroyed vocal cords. Sakura Kai. Kai Sakura, a teenage girl, has lived a long life ahead of
her. She was a sweet girl and was greatly loved by her friends and relatives. She wanted to go to college to become a fashion designer, and when she was kidnapped, she spent a week in high school. Sakura's family went mind-free to try to find her, and the whole village was combed for the lost girl. Her body was found two days later and buried in a shallow
grave. It didn't seem like the murderer wanted to hide her - on the contrary, he had marked her grave with her Alice Rebirth Card, queen of the club. It was taped to a stick and attached to a grave. Sakura's body was horribly defaced. Her eyes were etched from her body, her skin peeled off, and her mouth etched. The crown was sewn into her head, perhaps
while she was still alive. No sexual offences were written by prior or post-mortem. Along with Sakura's body, it was a note written in streg handwriting. It contained many separate phrases, some of which were unreadable. Death is a distorted dream, she will rule forever, ha! Ha! Ha! Those who die are lucky people, among others, were various phrases
recorded. Nothing matching the handwriting was found, so they left her to rot her. The two men, Hina and Hayato Oshiro, were the last of the murders and the most horrific. Hina and Hayato were brothers and sisters, and they were very close. Hina was her sister, and she was very stubborn. Her younger brother Hayato was very smart, skipping grades and
in the same class as his beloved sister. The two men, most of who tended to be brothers and sisters, rarely had a fight. The two were found dead in their bed on April 4, 2005. The cause of death was lethal injection. The children's bedroom windows were open, he reasoned, and the killer did not wake up, sneaking out quietly enough to kill the two of them,
and then sneaking back out. Each child played cards with half of the Heart Ace, spelling out the word Alice as they got together. One very stained footprint was found on the carpet, but serious damage to the print made it impossible to closely check. This was the only piece of evidence other than the playing card left on the pitch. A year later, my mother
committed suicide out of grief. Their father, who remains alive to this day, is undergoing extensive treatment to overcome the death of his whole family. Aftermath immediately after death Brother Ossiro, a man named Yuto Suzuki, was arrested on suspicion of murder. He was committed with mental problems claiming he did not remember where he was at
the time of the murders. Above all, he was seen wearing a coat belonging to Akio Yamane. A bit of blood on his sleeve tested his positivity. At this time, a demonic black man without a face claimed to have given him a coat. Yuto was eventually released after a homeless shelter five miles from Sakura's house claimed to have Yuto loaded into a file for a night
of sakurasal. When Yuto was released, she was released because there was no way to go to where she was abducted and come back. On April 30, 2008, Hitobasira Arisu (translated as Alice in Human Sacrifice) uploaded his first song to Nicovideo by a producer known as Yogami-P. The song is believed to be based on the Alice murders. It tells the story of
a small dream that lures people into the world, and tells the story of each Alice. The song has some similarities to each murder. The first Alice (voiced by Meiko) was trapped in the forest where Barbara's body was found. The second Alice (Kaito's voice) was a singer filmed by a madman. The third Alice (voiced by Miku) was greatly loved, became queen of
state, and was occupied by distorted dreams. The fourth Alice (voiced by Lynn and Len) was considered Alice by one twin. They are described as stubborn big sisters and smart younger brothers. It also says about how they are still awake and possible references to them dying in their sleep. In addition, the suit of the card found with each body is also
mentioned. It is not clear whether the song is related to the Alice murders, but it is widely speculated. It's important to note that the video provided at the top of the page is not the original video and is selected only for subtitles. The original video was very free, with each part only a vague picture of the vocaloid's voice. Due to the popularity of the song, it
generates several fanmade videos, and this is an example of one of them. If you don't have an NND account, you can watch the original video here. Alice Human Sacrifice Vocaloid Alice Human Sacrifice [VOCALOID] Share this article is shown as a mature Page of Human Sacrifice Alice contains mature content that can contain harsh language, sexual
references, or graphic violent images that may be some disturbing. Mature pages are recommended for people over the age of 18. If you're over 18 or familiar with graphics materials, you're free to view this page. Otherwise, you must close this page and view another page. Songs produced by Meikokaitomiku Hatsneren Ka kaminerin Ka kaminein Alice of
Human Sacrifice Vocaloids Meiko, Kaito, Miku Hatsunane, Len Kaamine and Lynn Kaamine play. It's a twisted take on Lewis Karol's Alice in Wonderland, which recalls Wonderland as a dream of human feeding perception and evil to gain immortality. Lyrics [Aru Tokoroni, Chiisana Yume Ga Arimashita.] [Dare ga mita no ka wakaranai, sick wa hontou ni
chiisana yume deshita.] [Chisana Yume and Omoimashita. Gono Mama Kiete Ikuno and Iya da... Doshba, HitonyBoku o Mitte Moraeru Daru.] [Chiisana Yume and Kanaete, Soshitetsui ni Omoitsuki-masita.] [Ningen Ojibunno Naka ni Mayoikomaset, Sekai O Tsukurasereva Itu.] Ichibanme Arisu and Isamashiku Ken wo katate ni, fushigi no kunna mono wo
kirisutetete, makka na michi wo shiite itta Sonna ARISU wa, morinooku, tsumibito no you ni tojikomerarete Mori ni dekita michi ikai ni, kanojo no se wo shiru sube wa nashi Nibanme ARISU wa otonashiku uta ute , fushigi no kuni Ironna oto wo afuresasete, kurutta sekai womoda a. , bara no hana Ikareta otoko ni uchikorosarete Makka na hana wo ichirin
sakase minna ni mederare kareteyuku Sanbanme AISU wa osanai kirei na sugata de, fushigi no kuni Iron'na hito wo maidoasete, Okashina Kuni and Tsukuriagueta Sonna Arisu and Kunin no Zuibitsu Na Yumeni Tortitzkarete Kuchiyuku Karadani Obienaida , kuni no chouten ni kunrin suru Mori no komichi wo tadottari Bara no ki no shita de ochiakai oshiro
kara no.shoutai warana no.harana no.a ARISU wa futago no ko ko ko koukishin kara, fushigi no kunna tobira wo kugurinukkete Tsuisakki yatte kita bakari Ki no tsuyoi ane, kashikoi otouto Ichiban Arisu Ni chikakatta kedo Futari no yume wa, samenai mama Fugi no.a , samenai mama Fugi no.a,a a, samenai mama Fugi no.co.g.a, samenai mama Fugi no.a,a
a a, samenai mama Fugi.sa. [It was such a small dream, and no one knew who dreamed of it.] [Think of a small dream, I don't want to disappear... How can I make a human being dream of me?] [The little dream was thought and thought, and finally I had an idea.] [I will give birth to a new world, and I will lose my way in me.] The first Alice is holding a knife in
Wonderland. She used a knife to throw away various things and spread a bright red path. This Alice is in the woods imprisoned as a sinner. If it wasn't for the path she created, there would have been no way to know her life. The second Alice quietly sings a Song of WonderlandThy Alice is a rose, which has created a crazy world overflowing with various
notes of it. He was shot to death by a mad man. Bright red flowers bloom and wither when respected by all. The third Alice is a beautiful figure in Wonderland and an inexperienced girl, she confuses various people and created Wonderland. Alice is the Queen of The Nation. possessed by a distorted dream. Fearing a rotting body, she reigns from the top of
her country. along the path of the forest, at a tea party under a rose bush. Ace of Mind Fourth Alice goes through various doors where twin children went through Wonderland with curiosity, coming through a strong-willed big sister and clever younger brother just moments ago. They're close to being the real Alice, but they don't wake up from their dreams
because they've wandered in Wonderland. Other appearances ended with the song album Vocalloa National. Gallery Image Cover [AHS組] Alice Human Sacrifice [SF-A2 Mickey, Kiyoteru Hiyama, Yuki Kaai, Iroha Nekomura, and Yukarichu Yuzuki add photos to this gallery quiz called Creepy Murders; the story is about a series of Alice in Wonderland-
themed murders, which took place in Japan, where five people lost their lives; dream victims are very similar to the victims depicted in the story, and the circumstances of their deaths go very well with this song, unless otherwise stated in CC-BY-SA.
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